Intermediate/ Senior Backend Developer
(Java)
ES-14354

About the Job:
The scope of our work would be to support and maintain the client’s ﬁnancial system
across Europe.
You will be part of the transition for the backlog and non-backlog applications, and will
play a major part in the release cycles and also in the application enhancement.
Possibility of home oﬃce or oﬃce work. Travel to client locations is also in scope (1-2
occasion per year).
The key requirements for the role are:
Degrees: Any BSc or MSc degree, or similar qualiﬁcation
3-6 years of relevant experience
Experience with responsive and/or adaptive design
Java 8, Java 11, J2EE knowledge
Web services
Knowledge about professional software engineering (SOLID-principles, Clean
Code, Separation of Concerns, Design patterns)
An appreciation for good development practices (TDD, pair programming,
continuous integration)
Ability to constructively discuss ideas in a team and generate understanding for
your proposed solutions
Driving the design and development of web applications implementing backend
functionalities

Having a keen eye on documentation, consistency and modularity of our code
base
You are familiar with popular backend frameworks
You have shown that using SQL and NoSQL databases, designing REST APIs,
testing and debugging are no challenges for you
The key Responsibilities for the role are:
Responsible for design, developing, and unit testing application in accordance
with established standards: Software Requirements Speciﬁcation and the
Software Architecture
Work with business and client’s technical leads on extending, designing and
implementing solutions to achieve the team & organization’s common goals
Adhere to high-quality development principles while delivering solutions on-time
and on-budget
Use specialist skills and experience as Intermediate Developer to plan, design,
develop, test, and maintain business application and, collaborate with Senior
Developer/Architect and product owner and other stake holders on a product
team
Build and drive an agile development team and contribute in their work on
developing world leading products/technologies
Analyze user requests and assist in the design and implementation process for
new products/projects, informing senior executive of alternatives
Implement solutions that are reliable, scalable, and perform at a high-level to
meet the service levels associated with mission-critical web-based solutions

These are some of the beneﬁts you will enjoy:
Attractive salary & beneﬁts
Private Health Insurance
Pleasant work atmosphere: open oﬃce environment, relax rooms, cafeterias,
kitchens and terraces
A ﬁnancially healthy company
Get in the shape: 24 hours free gym facilities
Career growth opportunities: 70%+ of leadership roles fulﬁlled by internal
promotions
Best diversity of workplace – 99 Nationalities
Opportunity to volunteer in the corporate social responsibility
Opportunity to network with 500,000 associates in the organization

Work-life balance: Home oﬃce opportunities
Learning opportunities: Internal learning programs, alliances with LinkedIn
learning, Udemy and others…
Location: Budapest/hybrid

